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Abstract 

Background Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that usually happens to elderly 
people, with a wide range of motor and dementia symptoms. An objective and convenient biomarker for PD detec-
tion is extremely valuable, especially one that could be acquired non-invasively and low-costly. To this end, this study 
used resting-state scalp electroencephalography (EEG) signals to explore dynamic functional-connectivity (dFC) states 
between each pair of EEG recording channels, without source localization.

Methods dFC refers to synchronization patterns over time between each pair of EEG channels. First, five frequency 
bands were extracted from EEG signals with fourth-order Butterworth bandpass filter, including delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta 
(4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (8–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz). Then, after non-random joint fluctuation was meas-
ured with weighted symbolic mutual information (wSMI) algorithm, whole-brain dynamic channelwise dFC states 
were estimated, and classified with k-means clustering. At last, FC state occurrences were calculated, and ANOVA 
analyses were performed for each state. Two open-source resting-state EEG data sets (https:// doi. org/ 10. 18112/ openn 
euro. ds002 778. v1.0.4: 32 channels, 16 health controls and 15 PD subjects. https:// doi. org/ 10. 18112/ openn euro. ds003 
490. v1.1.0: 64 channels, 25 health controls and 25 PD subjects) were used to test our methods.

Results Significant changes in proportions of various dFC states within beta frequency-band were consistently 
observed in these both data sets (p value < 0.05).

Conclusions Our findings suggest that channelwise dFC states within beta frequency-band directly extracted 
from resting-state scalp–EEG recordings could potentially serve as a biomarker of PD.

Keywords Parkinson’s disease (PD), Resting state, Electroencephalogram (EEG), Weighted symbolic mutual 
information (wSMI), k-means clustering

Background
Following Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease 
(PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative dis-
ease in elderly subjects, with the symptoms of akinesia, 
bradykinesia, rigidity, tremor, postural, balance insta-
bility, and other none-motor symptoms [1, 2]. It could 
severely affect the patients’ daily life. Accurate diagnosis 
of PD is always difficult because of the complex etiology 
and the variety of clinical symptoms, especially in the 
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early stage of the disease. As cognition impairment pre-
cedes motor symptoms and worsen as the disease pro-
gresses [3, 4], there has been a lot of interest in finding 
trustworthy biomarkers for early diagnosis of PD. For 
this purpose, as electroencephalogram (EEG) provides 
a simple, portable, non-invasive, and low-cost alterna-
tive for neurological disease diagnosis, there is a growing 
research interest towards EEG biomarkers for monitor-
ing the progression of PD [5–7]. Pathological basal gan-
glia oscillations in PD are related to abnormal activity of 
the cortex [8], which can cause lower inter-trial adher-
ence, higher early phase deflection, and lower connectiv-
ity between right and left M1 and dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex [9]. Besides, compared to healthy controls (HCs), 
phase-amplitude coupling of PD patients was enhanced 
in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, premotor cortex, pri-
mary motor cortex and somatosensory cortex [10]. Based 
on these findings, deep-learning models, such as convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) [11], convolutional recur-
rent neural network (CRNN) [12], and deep residual 
shrinkage network (TQWT–DRSN) [13] have also been 
successfully used to differentiate PD subjects from HCs 
with multi-channel resting-state EEG signals. These sem-
inal studies indicate that EEG could potentially serve as a 
noninvasive diagnostic tool for PD.

Studies about EEG biomarkers monitoring the pro-
gression of PD have been popular for many years, as 
a non-invasive and practical tool for neurological dis-
ease diagnosis. It was found that non-linear quantifi-
ers showed an increase in entropy and in the number of 
non-linear EEG segments for PDs [14]. In addition, it was 
also proved that PDs’ EEG signals showed higher entropy 
with wavelet packet entropy method [5]. Five entropy 
measures were used to detect PD from HC, indicating 
that log energy entropy, threshold entropy, sure entropy, 
and modified-Shannon entropy were promising biomark-
ers for PD detection [15]. Yuvaraj et al. [16] used higher 
order spectra as biomarkers for PDs. Cavanagh et  al. 
[17] proposed the obligatory neural mechanism systemic 
alteration which showed to be a reliable biomarker with 
improved performance. Jackson et  al. [18] found that 
sharpness ratio and steepness ratio of EEG waveform 
shape were higher, demonstrating basal ganglia thalamo-
cortical loops were excessively synchronized in PDs. Coe-
lho et al. [19] proved Hjorth features could be extracted 
from EEG can detect PDs effectively. Anjum et  al. [20] 
proposed an EEG-based signal processing approach to 
distinguish PDs and control patients. Zhang et  al. [13] 
introduced hybrid tunable Q-factor wavelet transform 
and wavelet packet transform to analysis time–frequency 
characteristic in EEG signals of PDs, and the difference 
of complexity of EEG signals in patients with Parkinson 
and REM sleep disorders was identified. After source 

localization, functional-connectivity (FC) was estimated 
with dynamic phase-locking value method, indicating 
that PD patients with freezing of gait showed an impair-
ment in executive control [21]. Conti et  al. performed 
spectral analysis of PD EEG data in five frequency bands, 
and calculated FC matrices based on both coherency and 
imaginary part of coherency. The results showed that a 
significant increase in γ band power density was found in 
PD patients, and that reduced FC in α–β frequency bands 
was observed in PD patients [22]. In early onset PD 
patients, β band power of O1, O2, T5, T6, P3, P4, and C3 
subregions significantly decreased, and interhemispheric 
β band coherences between the midtemporal and frontal 
regions was significantly increased [23]. These pioneer-
ing studies indicate that we may find signs for PD pro-
gression directly from scarp EEG signals, without source 
localization which is time-consuming. However, existing 
analytical methods generally ignore the dynamic brain 
activity-correlations between each pair of EEG channels.

It was found that FC was affected early in the degen-
erative process [4]. There is a wide interest in identifying 
FC states which can reflect impaired neural activity to 
improve diagnosis and clinical strategies of PD. Through 
time-varying FC states, we can reveal co-evolutionary 
brain activities associated with neural diseases [24–26]. 
Therefore, temporal dynamics of the cortical regions 
have often been estimated to detect PD [27–29], aim-
ing to provide more insight into the correlation between 
scalp EEG alterations and cognitive deficits caused by 
PD. EEG amplitude synchronization between different 
brain subregions has been found to become stronger as 
PD severity increase [30]. However, from the perspective 
of channelwise synchronization, transient FC states have 
not been explored in PD diagnosis till now. Moreover, 
without source localization, it is unnecessary to collect 
magnetic resonance images to construct head model to 
compute EEG inverse problems. This would save a lot of 
time and computing resources.

In this study, dFC was specially used to indicate that 
how EEG signals of different scalp channels co-fluctuate 
over time. We extracted channelwise dFC states directly 
from resting-state EEG signals to find the spatiotempo-
ral characteristic biomarkers of neural dysfunction in 
PD. Channelwise dFC states were first estimated with 
weighted symbolic mutual information (wSMI) algo-
rithm, and critical dFC states were then classified with 
k-means clustering. Two open-source PD EEG data 
sets were used to validate our method (https:// doi. org/ 
10. 18112/ openn euro. ds002 778. v1.0.4: 32 channels, 16 
health controls and 15 PD subjects. https:// doi. org/ 
10. 18112/ openn euro. ds003 490. v1.1.0: 64 channels, 25 
health controls and 25 PD subjects). Here, our contri-
bution lies in revealing that abnormal channelwise FC 
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states within beta frequency band can be detected from 
resting-state EEG signals of patients with Parkinson’s dis-
ease. This work offers a more intuitive view towards the 
changes of dFC states across HC, PD-on, PD-off groups, 
which may help early diagnoses of PD.

The Background introduces the most relevant stud-
ies. In Section of Methods, we introduce data sets used 
in this work and the details of the proposed method. In 
Result section, we present results on two data sets. Sec-
tion Discussion investigates the influence of the proposed 
method and discusses limitations of the current study 
and future research directions. We conclude this letter in 
Section Conlcusion.

Methods
Subjects
Two resting-state EEG data sets were included in this 
study. The first data set (https:// doi. org/ 10. 18112/ 
openn euro. ds002 778. v1.0.4) consists of 32-chan-
nel EEG data from 15 PD patients (eight female, mean 
age = 63.27 ± 8.20  years, on and off dopaminergic medi-
cation), and 16 age-matched healthy controls (nine 
female, mean age = 63.50 ± 9.67  years). All PD patients 
had been diagnosed by a movement disorder specialist 
at scrips clinic in La Jolla, California. Participants were 
right-handed and provided written consent in accord-
ance to the Institutional Review Board of the University 
of California, San Diego and the Declaration of Helsinki 
[18, 31–34]. The other data set (https:// doi. org/ 10. 18112/ 
openn euro. ds003 490. v1.1.0) includes 25 PD patients 
(nine female, mean age = 69.68 ± 8.73  years, on and off 
dopaminergic medication), and 25 age-matched healthy 
controls (nine female, mean age = 69.32 ± 9.58 years). PD 
patients came in twice separated by a week, either ON or 
OFF medication. Healthy controls only came in once. All 
demographic and clinical information are summarized in 
Table 1.

EEG preprocessing
EEG data were preprocessed with the open-source 
MATLAB toolbox of EEGLAB (https:// sccn. ucsd. edu/ 
eeglab). Data were first re-referenced to mean value of 

all channels. Artifacts such as eye blinks, eye movements 
and muscle tension, were separately removed using inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA), which is the most 
popular method to remove artifact from EEG signals. By 
performing blind source separation on linear mixtures of 
independent source signals, ICA can effectively detect, 
and separate a wide variety of artifactual sources in 
EEG records. After denoising re-reference, and artifact-
removing, five frequency bands were extracted from the 
preprocessed EEG signals with fourth-order Butterworth 
bandpass filter in ERPLAB (https:// github. com/ luckl 
ab/ erplab), including delta (0.5–4  Hz), theta (4–8  Hz), 
alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (8–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz) 
sub-bands.

Weighted‑symbolic mutual information (wSMI)
In this study, channelwise FC was estimated by comput-
ing wSMI index, which ignores conjunctions of identi-
cal or opposite sign symbols. This offers a new measure 
to quantify information sharing between two time 
series [35]. Actually, wSMI is a form of weighted rela-
tive entropy, and it can assess the extent to which two 
EEG signals exhibit non-random linear or non-linear 
joint-fluctuations. The evidence [36] suggests that wSMI 
could robustly estimate FC. The symbolic transforma-
tion depends on the number of EEG samples that are 
used to define the symbols and on the temporal sepa-
ration between EEG signals. Here, we use it to evaluate 
the extent to which two channels of EEG signals pre-
sent non-random joint fluctuations. As mentioned in 
[37], this method presents threefold advantages. First, it 
allows a fast and robust entropy estimation of EEG sig-
nals, as the symbolic transformation depends only on the 
length of the symbols and their temporal separation. Sec-
ond, wSMI provides an efficient way to detect nonlinear 
coupling, without making hypotheses about the type of 
interactions and. Third, wSMI weights are estimated via 
fully utilizing nontrivial pairs of symbols, discarding the 
spurious correlations between EEG signals arising from 
common sources.

The joint probability of each pair of symbols occur-
ring simultaneously in two different EEG channels was 
computed to infer the mutual information between 
EEG signals. The EEG samples are first transformed into 
sequences of discrete symbols. We chose the kernel k to 
be 3, implying that the symbols are constituted of three 
elements, leading to six different potential symbols in 
total [35, 37]. wSMI index is defined as follows:

(1)

wSMI X̂ , Ŷ =
1

log (k!)
x̂∈X̂ ŷ∈Ŷ

w x̂, ŷ p x̂, ŷ log
p x̂, ŷ

p x̂ p ŷ

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of the two study groups

Scalp 
channels

Number Age Gender

Data set 1 HC 32 16 63.50 ± 9.67 9F, 7 M

PD-off/on 32 15 63.27 ± 8.20 8F, 7 M

Data set 2 HC 64 25 69.32 ± 9.58 9F, 16 M

PD-off/on 64 25 69.68 ± 8.73 9F, 16 M
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where log() is logarithmic function, p() is probability 
function. wSMI looks for qualitative or ‘‘symbolic’’ pat-
terns of increase or decrease in signal, which allows a 
robust and fast estimation of the signals’ entropies. As 
the sliding window size within the range of 30 s to 1 min 
can capture reliable resting-state brain dynamics [14, 38, 
39], the windows size is set to 40 s in this study (Fig. 1).

Clustering of channelwise dFC states
K-means is an unsupervised clustering algorithm that 
can divide dFC observations into clusters based on their 
mean [40, 41]. In this study, for each frequency sub-band, 
we employed k-means clustering method to partition 
dFC states into several clusters. This method iterates 
through two steps: first, it assigns each FC state to the 
cluster whose prototype it is most similar with. It then 
re-calculates cluster prototypes, which is often done by 
averaging over the newly assigned FC states. The algo-
rithm continues iterating over these two steps until the 
change in assignments of FC state samples between itera-
tions are low enough to reach a pre-set threshold [42]. 
The number of clusters was determined as k = 6, which 
was within a reasonable range (4–7) consistent with pre-
vious dFC studies on different brain disorders [24].

k-means clustering algorithm used in this work was 
summarized as follows:

• Step 1: Preset k sample points as initial clustering 
centers ( c(1)1 , c

(1)
2 , . . . c

(1)
k )

• Step 2: Calculate distance metric:

• Step 3: For each state sample xt , compute 
min{d(xt , ci)} ,, and assign xt to ci class.

• Step 4: Update the cluster center according to the 
new classified samples:

• Step 4: Update the cluster center according to the 
new classified samples:

• Step 5: Repeat step2–4, until 
∣

∣

∣
c
(j+1)
i − c

(j)
i

∣

∣

∣
< σ . 

After k-means clustering was complete, the propor-
tion f  of individual dFC state was computed as fol-
lows:

(2)

d(x, c) = 1−
(x − x)(c− c)T

√

(x − x)(x − x)T
√

(c− c)(c− c)T

(3)c
(j+1)
i =

1

nt

ni
∑

t=1

xt

(4)f =
Nstate

Ntotal

 where Nstate denotes number of classified individual 
dFC states, and Ntotal is total number of states.

Statistical analysis
ANOVA tests across HC, PD-off, and PD-on groups were 
performed on the proportions of critical dFC states. We 
compared each state in the five frequency bands (delta, 
theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) by two-factor ANOVA 
tests. P -value ≤ 0.05 indicates statistical significance. 
The statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB 
2021a.

Results
32‑Channel resting‑state EEG (Data Set1)
Here, we used elbow method to determine the optimal 
value for k-means clustering, as shown in Fig.  2. From 
this curve, we can find that it is appropriate to set the 
classifying number to 6.

Figure  3 displays the k-clustering results for Data Set 
1 (32-channel EEG data), with the number of dFC states 
as 6. From top to bottom, each row represents the criti-
cal channelwise dFC states within delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta 
(4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma 
(30–50  Hz) frequency bands, respectively. Significant 
differences were found in proportion of state1 within 
beta band, and state5 and state6 in gamma band (Fig. 4), 
between HC and PD-off groups. For all five frequency 
bands, no significant differences were found between 
PD-off and PD-on groups. No significant difference in 
proportions of dFC states between HC and PD-on was 
identified. The proportion of each dFC state is reported 
in Table 2.

64‑Channel resting‑state EEG (Data Set2)
For the second EEG data set, elbow method was also 
used to determine the optimal value for k-means cluster-
ing. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 5. We found that 
it is also appropriate to set the classifying number to 6 for 
this 64-channel EEG data set.

Figure  6 displays the clustering results of Data Set 2 
(64-channel EEG data), also with the number of dFC 
states as 6. From top to bottom, each row shows the 
channelwise dFC states for delta (0.5–4  Hz), theta 
(4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma 
(30–50  Hz) bands, respectively. Significant differences 
were found in proportions of three states (state3, state4, 
and state5) within delta (0.5–4  Hz) band, two states 
(state2 and state5) within theta (4–8  Hz) band, three 
states (state3, state4, and state6) within beta (13–30 Hz) 
band, between HC and PD-on/off groups (Fig. 7). For all 
frequency bands, no significant differences were found 
between PD-off and PD-on groups. The proportion of 
each state is reported in Table 3.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of clustering dFC states extracted from resting-state EEG signals of patients with PD. After resting-state EEG signals were 
preprocessed, including denoising, linearly detrended, and artifact removal, they were bandpass filtered into delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha 
(8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz) frequency bands. Shared information between each pair of channels was measured with wSMI 
algorithm. At last, centroid dFC states were determined with k-means clustering
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Specifically, for Theta State 5, Beta States 4 and 6, sig-
nificant differences were found only between HC and 
PD-on groups. We will further explore why this phenom-
enon exist. Of note, the classified critical states of the two 
data sets were not the same, and there were no direct 
relationships between them.

Clustering performance is based on cluster selection 
[40, 41]. Performance degradation may occur if a large 
number of clusters are selected. Selecting fewer clus-
ters may not result in better separation. Therefore, we 
also investigated the influence of k on dFC state cluster-
ing. When dFC states were partitioned into four classes 
(k = 4), it was found that, for the both data sets, no sig-
nificant changes were found in proportions of dFC states 
within Beta (13–30 Hz) band. This may be due to the fact 
that critical centroids were not discovered when k is too 
small. When k = 5, we can significantly differentiate HC 
and PD groups in data set 2 according to proportion of 
state1, state3, and state4 within Beta band. However, no 
significantly different dFC states within Beta band were 
found for data set 1. When k = 7, no significant changes 
were found in the proportion of any states between HC 
and PD groups of data set 1. However, the proportions of 
state2 and state3 within Beta band was significantly dif-
ferent between HC and PD groups of data set 2. We also 
found that state4 and state7 within Gamma band were 
significantly differentiate HC and PD groups in Data Set 
1. Taken together, in consideration of robustness, k = 6 
is most appropriate for clustering of channelwise dFC 
states, from resting-state EEG signals.

Fig. 2 Elbow method was used to find optimal value of k-means 
clustering for 32-channel resting-state EEG data set

Fig. 3 Classified dFC states of 32-channel resting-state EEG data set. Six dFC states are identified. From top to bottom, each row represents 
the clustered dFC states for delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz) bands
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Discussion
As damaging effects of basal ganglia dysfunction pass 
across the cortex [8], understanding the changes in chan-
nelwise cortical synchronization in PD is important. 
Using wSMI and k-means clustering techniques, the pre-
sent study has comprehensively characterized channel-
wise dFC states directly extracted from scalp resting-state 
EEG recordings of PD patients, providing novel insights 
into abnormal brain synchronization related to PD. The 
findings indicate that the dFC states, to some extent, can 
differentiate PD subjects from healthy controls. Since the 
two open PD data sets are lack of detailed therapy infor-
mation, it is difficult to assess effects of medication ther-
apy on dFC states.

Brain network oscillations are crucial to achieve cogni-
tive functions, which are often disrupted by PD. Although 
it was reported that non-motor symptoms may be related 

Fig. 4 ANOVA tests were performed on proportion of each dFC state. Significant differences were only found for Beta (13–30 Hz) state1, Gamma 
(30–50 Hz) state5 and state6 across HC, PD-off, and PD-on groups

Table 2 Proportions of dFC states of 32-channel EEG data set. (Mean ± SD)

Groups Sub‑bands State1 State2 State3 State4 State5 State6

HC Delta 0.170 ± 0.060 0.154 ± 0.068 0.171 ± 0.043 0.163 ± 0.053 0.169 ± 0.050 0.172 ± 0.053

Theta 0.158 ± 0.038 0.198 ± 0.060 0.161 ± 0.051 0.169 ± 0.061 0.149 ± 0.043 0.166 ± 0.043

Alpha 0.169 ± 0.045 0.189 ± 0.052 0.168 ± 0.048 0.160 ± 0.033 0.170 ± 0.044 0.144 ± 0.049

Beta 0.170 ± 0.050 0.172 ± 0.072 0.169 ± 0.063 0.171 ± 0.057 0.179 ± 0.050 0.139 ± 0.045

Gamma 0.170 ± 0.060 0.163 ± 0.077 0.181 ± 0.072 0.146 ± 0.047 0.151 ± 0.053 0.189 ± 0.064

PD-off Delta 0.176 ± 0.052 0.143 ± 0.050 0.163 ± 0.044 0.173 ± 0.075 0.190 ± 0.042 0.154 ± 0.047

Theta 0.169 ± 0.077 0.178 ± 0.058 0.189 ± 0.056 0.153 ± 0.043 0.159 ± 0.035 0.152 ± 0.062

Alpha 0.171 ± 0.048 0.162 ± 0.043 0.177 ± 0.038 0.146 ± 0.050 0.186 ± 0.055 0.159 ± 0.056

Beta 0.127 ± 0.059 0.196 ± 0.056 0.189 ± 0.047 0.160 ± 0.050 0.181 ± 0.061 0.148 ± 0.060

Gamma 0.177 ± 0.049 0.147 ± 0.049 0.179 ± 0.032 0.159 ± 0.043 0.197 ± 0.040 0.142 ± 0.037

PD-on Delta 0.167 ± 0.062 0.162 ± 0.058 0.154 ± 0.048 0.196 ± 0.030 0.170 ± 0.051 0.151 ± 0.044

Theta 0.184 ± 0.050 0.176 ± 0.053 0.163 ± 0.044 0.146 ± 0.026 0.163 ± 0.051 0.168 ± 0.052

Alpha 0.153 ± 0.052 0.176 ± 0.048 0.171 ± 0.039 0.164 ± 0.035 0.191 ± 0.043 0.144 ± 0.052

Beta 0.142 ± 0.053 0.163 ± 0.060 0.161 ± 0.046 0.182 ± 0.064 0.186 ± 0.036 0.166 ± 0.049

Gamma 0.182 ± 0.034 0.167 ± 0.049 0.157 ± 0.034 0.148 ± 0.046 0.187 ± 0.046 0.160 ± 0.050

Fig. 5 Elbow method was used to find optimal value of k-means 
clustering for 64-channel resting-state EEG data set
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mainly to changes in the alpha frequency band [43, 44], 
no significantly different FC states within alpha band 
were found from both data set 1 and data set 2. Other-
wise, impaired channelwise dFC states (significant differ-
ences in the proportions of state5 and state6) in gamma 
band in PD were found for data set 1, in accordance with 
[12, 45]. However, no states in gamma band were found 

for data set 2. This may be attributed to two factors. One 
is distribution of scalp EEG electrodes, and the other 
is that the number of EEG channels is different. Many 
researchers consistently found that PD has been associ-
ated with increased Beta (13–30 Hz) synchronization and 
Beta bursts in the basal ganglia [10, 18, 46]. Compared to 
HCs, PD patients show a decrease in Beta frequency [47, 

Fig. 6 Classified dFC states of 64-channel resting-state EEG data set. Six dFC states are identified. From top to bottom, each row represents 
the clustered dFC states for delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma (30–50 Hz) bands

Fig. 7 ANOVA tests were performed on proportion of each dFC state. Significant differences were found for delta (0.5–4 Hz) state3, state4, state5, 
theta (4–8 Hz) state2, state5, and beta (13–30 Hz) state3, state4, state6 across HC, PD-off, and PD-on groups
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48]. Neural activity in beta frequency band was found to 
be excessively synchronized in PD [35]. In line with these 
studies, significant changes in proportions of FC states 
within Beta frequency band were consistently observed 
from both EEG data sets.

As for EEG data set 1 (32-channel), significant dif-
ferences were only found in proportions of one dFC 
state (State1) in Beta band, and two dFC states (State5 
and State6) in Gamma band. Regarding EEG data set 2 
(64-channel), however, significant differences were found 
in proportions of more dFC states, including two dFC 
states (state3, state4, and state5) in Delta band, two dFC 
states (state2 and state5) in Theta band, and three states 
(state3, state4, and state6) in Beta band. This indicates 
that more densely distributed scalp electrodes can capture 
more distinguishing dFC features associated with PD from 
resting-state EEG signals. The reason might be that higher-
density EEG electrodes can provide higher spatial-resolu-
tion physiological information over time about PDs.

While there has been debates on PD prediction from 
scalp EEG, there is a strong consensus that dFC patterns 
in EEG signals and their mutual transformation have a 
neuronal activity origin. And this may offer a new under-
standing of PD-related brain changes. Here, through 
analyzing changing patterns of the clustered dFC states 
from resting-state scalp EEG signals, our work may help 
find a convenient and low-cost biomarker for PD in early 
stage, and reflect co-fluctuating patterns between each 
pair of EEG channels over time during PD progression. 
Successful performance of cognitive tasks requires pre-
cise synchronization between brain subregions. High 
temporal resolution of EEG signals allows the study of 
transient functional connectivity between different brain 

subregions. In next step, we will recruit more PD patients 
with motor and non-motor symptoms to explore dFC 
specifically associated with distinct PD symptoms.

Although wSMI provides an efficient way to detect 
nonlinear coupling and makes few hypotheses on the 
type of interactions of EEG signals, it may have low sen-
sitivity when considering larger frequency range. In addi-
tion, the number of test subjects is relatively small. In 
future, more PD subjects would be recruited to evaluate 
our methods.

Conclusions
Using wSMI and k-means clustering algorithms, this 
study revealed critical channelwise dFC states related 
to PD. Significant changes in proportion of dFC states 
within beta frequency band were consistently observed in 
these both data sets. These findings lay a foundation for 
understanding how channelwise dFC states related to PD. 
Such objective and convenient scalp–EEG metric for PD 
would have some indications for early diagnosis of PD. 
In future work, we will further assess the effectiveness of 
other algorithms (such as fuzzy c-means and hybrid PSO 
k-means) in classifying channelwise dFC states.
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